Pakistan as a medical tourism destination. Just wishful thinking?
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Abstract

Healthcare is one of the fastest growing sectors in the developing nations, especially the Asian market that includes India, Thailand, Philippines, and Singapore. Not much research has been conducted regarding the potential of Pakistan being a new medical tourism destination in the Asian market. Pakistan however still remains an untapped market due to the issues related to perceived deficits of security. This paper will contribute to the field of medical tourism in Pakistan. The goal of this paper consists of two parts, first to prove that there is a potential for Pakistan to become a Medical Tourism Destination. Finally, to identify the requirements that have to be met before Pakistan can be labeled as a Medical Tourism Destination in the already competitive market. There are three types of requirements mentioned, requirements which must be fulfilled by the government (macroeconomic requirements), requirements related to making it easier for foreigners (individual patient requirements) and requirements which need to be fulfilled by the various hospitals (microeconomic requirements). Some recommendations have been given which include security packages, reducing the brain drain syndrome, increasing salaries and the support of government in terms of accreditation.
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INTRODUCTION

Medical Tourism industry has been growing at an exponential rate, especially in the last few decades, and may in fact be considered as one of the fastest growing industry [1, 2]. This is true for the many developing nations, which include India, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Mexico, Brazil, Turkey, Costa Rica and the Philippines. As of the year 2012, the global medical tourism market was valued at over USD 10.5 billion. This amount is estimated to grow at an average rate of 17.9% to a remarkable value of USD 38.3 billion by 2020 [3]. Moreover, the rate of articles on the ‘Scopus database’ showing the studies on medical and health tourism have increased since 2005. Prior to 2005, there were 17 additions in the ‘medical’ section. By 2011, there were 277 more articles, which show the amount of research conducted in the field [4].

It may be considered a newer sector, especially for the tourism market; however, it is a very old sector, predating ancient Greeks and Egyptians [5]. Initially, nationals of developing and under-developing countries would visit the developed world to cure ailments and illnesses which could not be provided in the home country due to many factors which include education and technological factors. For example people from less developed parts of the world would often travel to the USA for evaluation and treatment [6].

Over the years, due to rising cost and time restraints of the medical system in the developed countries, the scenario took a 180-degree shift [7]. Now, nationals of developed countries are visiting the developing countries for the ‘world-class’ treatment at affordable prices in nations such as India, Thailand and to a very slight degree Pakistan [3].

A cost analysis shows a significant difference between the costs faced by people in developing countries versus the developed country.

Take the example of a Heart Bypass Surgery in Table 1. In the US, the bypass would cost USD 113,000. The same treatment in India would be for USD 10,000, the cost for the treatment in India is 8.8% of the US treatment cost [8]. As shown in Table 1, the cost difference is...
The story in Pakistan is a bit different. According to Pal, Pakistan has the doctors and hospitals, which are up to the international standard. She says they have to package it in a way India has done so far, including actual tourism with the medical treatment [9]. Pakistani Medical Association Boards President, Hashimi also insists on the fact that Pakistan has the potential. Many patients from the Middle East, UK and US seek a variety of treatments such as cardiac surgery [9], infertility treatments and cosmetic surgery in Pakistan. This is due to the extreme price difference. For example, the treatment for infertility costs around USD 24,000 abroad. However in Pakistan it can be done for USD 1900 [9]. Another example is liposuction. In the USA, the cost is around USD 8155, however in Pakistan the same procedure could be done for USD 2000 [9]. Some treatments are around half the cost [9]. It is to be noted that most of the people who do come to Pakistan for treatment are of Pakistani Origin. As of 2010, there were 363,699 American Citizens of Pakistani Origin [10].

A research conducted in UK by the Health Protection Agency in 2011 found out that as of 2009, a little over 55000 people were seeking medical treatment abroad. Out of them, 69% of them visited Poland, Pakistan, Iceland, Ireland, India, Gibraltar and Hungary [11].

The above examples show that there is indeed a significant price difference between the prices in Pakistan, and the rest of the world.

However, even after being a much cheaper alternative, Pakistan is still not considered a proper medical tourism destination. There are numerous reasons for this, which will be discussed in this paper. There are three main goals of this paper. Firstly, to prove that Pakistan as a nation has the potential to become a Medical Tourism destination. The second goal is to identify the pre-requisites and/or the boundary conditions. The final goal would then be to identify and recommend strategies on how Pakistan can be made into a Medical Tourism Destination. There are few assumptions made which include that the costs in India would be more or less equivalent to Pakistan since they both were one country pre-1947 and have more or less similar level of technology.

### Methodology

For this paper, data was collected using secondary research, where information was collected for different researches within the topic of ‘medical tourism’. Most of the data collected was for developing countries. However, for the country of Pakistan, only a few sources were found. In order to bypass the issue, a few assumptions are made where necessary. The assumptions include that Pakistan would have similar medical technology and a similar level of medical costs as both the countries gained independence in a similar time frame as well as started off with more or less similar levels.

For some of the prices of the medical procedures, an average of various values found within the various journal articles were used. This would increase the accuracy of the value and therefore make it much more valid.

### Literature Review

Balban and Marano describe Medical Tourism as a ‘foreign travel for the purposes of seeking medical treatment’ [4]. Medical Tourism is a recent and one of the fastest growing fields in terms of academic research interest for both the tourism and the public health studies departments [4]. As described by Hall, there are many different types of tourism within the spectrum of Medical Tourism itself. For example, the medical aspect, health aspect, spa, transplants, reproductive, dental, stem cell, surgery, abortion and xenon. Recent years have shown a considerable growth in the fields of medical, health, transplant, reproductive/fertility and dental tourism. Goeldner in 1989 provided 5 components of medical tourism, which can have health related tourism attached to it. These include leisure tourism, adventure/wellness tourism, spa tourism, health and wellness tourism and finally medical and dental tourism [4]. Pakistan as a country would be more suited for medical tourism as it can provide medical care and is not well known for its health/spa related care [6].

Further added to the concept is the possibility of tourism as well. Hall describes, there has been a sudden growth in the research field of medical tourism. As per the paper the amount of research has grown significantly in the recent years. Between 1963 and 2005, there were 22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>USA</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>% Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Bypass</td>
<td>$113,000</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Valve Replacement</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
<td>$9,500</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angioplasty</td>
<td>$47,000</td>
<td>$11,000</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip Replacement</td>
<td>$47,000</td>
<td>$9,000</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee Replacement</td>
<td>$48,000</td>
<td>$8,500</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Figures are in USD.

Table I. Cost differences in few treatments between USA and India, and the Cost of treatment in India as percentage to the US treatment cost.

Another issue brought forward is the potential bi-introduction of the new law as mentioned by Rasheed parts, which used to take place in Pakistan before the services. A major issue is the purchase of illegal body parts, which used to take place in Pakistan before the introduction of the new law as mentioned by Rashheed [12]. Another issue brought forward is the potential bi-"security" risks faced by the potential patients as they may be exposed to new pathogens. The governments, private medical service providers and international agencies however often see medical tourism as more of an economic development tool that may cross with health access. Essentially it is seen as more of a marketization and economization of the public health services.

There are however a few question marks regarding the worth of the Medical Tourism industry. The Times of India newspaper declares it as over USD 100 Billion by 2012 [1]. However, Transparency International declares that it is expected to reach USD 32.5 Billion by 2019 and as of 2012, it was worth USD 10.5 Billion [3]. Mochi declares the expected value as over USD 4 Trillion out of which USD 750 million relates to the developing countries. India is estimated to cross the USD 2 Billion mark by the year 2015 [2]. One of the reasons for this could be that the Medical Tourism Industry includes both the Medical aspect and the Tourism aspect as defined by Hall. Moreover, he also discusses that it may include terms such as Spa and wellness as well; some may even include abortion. Mochi also describes these in further detail, which include Ayurvedic Therapies, Homeopathy, Yoga and Meditation [2].

There are many reasons given for conduction treatments in the developing countries. Mochi mentions a few which include the developed country treatment at third world country costs, expert and qualified hospital staff (of which many have studied in developing countries), quality which is related to the accreditations (such as JCI), personalized services, technology, and no waiting period [2]. However, as mentioned above, ethically it may not work out as not everyone within the country has equal access to medical services.

On the note of Pakistan, Muzzafar describes the health infrastructure of Pakistan as weak and below expectation [6]. However, there are doctors present in Pakistan with international reputation in their respective fields. Moreover, there have been medical tourists from the Middle East visiting Pakistan for a very long time, especially for renal operations [6]. He believes that Pakistan is worth more than that. Pal also agrees with the above. She writes that Pakistan has the specialists and hospitals of high quality with costs as low as 6% of the cost of treatment in the USA [9]. Moreover she explains how many patients from the USA come to Pakistan due to the lack of insurance. However, most of them are of Pakistani origin. The packaging of the ‘service’ is what Pakistan needs. Hashmi agrees with the above statement as well. He states that all Pakistan needs is an improved security situation and better laws and it would be competing against India within the medical tourism market [9]. However due to the lack of improvements, there has been a significant ‘brain drain’ within the medical field, where qualified people have left the country in search for better futures. The Pakistani government has also created a task force for improving and increasing the medical tourism within the country, however no official update has been released as of date.

On the other hand, Rasheed disagrees with the situation. He states that due to the fact that the government has waived of taxes and duties on certain medical products in relation to the medical tourism industry, it has led to corruption [12]. He also states that Pakistan and the level of corruption had gotten so bad that patients would come in to the country for trading in human organs from the poor and the labor class. However, laws have now been implemented which prevent illegal organ trade. Due to the no duty policy, the government was losing over PKR 230 Million per machine [12]. He also believes that the local population will not benefit from the improvement in the health care to increase tourism, as they will not gain equal access. As per his statistics, Pakistan has 123,000 doctors per 16 Million people, which would be around 7.7 doctors per 1000 people. However, as per World Bank, the figure quoted is 0.8 physicians per 1000 people. The discrepancy could be due to Rasheed counting dentists, surgeons, and primary health care people as well, which would result in a higher figure [13].

Sultan argues that the government is making improvements in terms of quality to increase medical tourism. The only reason he believes that people are scared or avoid Pakistan is due to the ‘security’ issues. He believes that Pakistan could provide services in orthopedics, optometric, cardiology, X-rays, endoscopy and MRI at a cheaper rate even against India. The reason for this is due to the foreign exchange rate against the USD, where PKR is falling in power against USD. However, he also states that the hospitals in Pakistan are not very interested in medical tourism [14].

Runnels and Carrera describe the steps, which are necessary before an individual engages in medical tourism [7]. The first step is the identification of the need. An unmet need in the home country due to limitations of economic reasons may impact the decision. A consultation with an intermediary or a foreign health professional often increases the amount of alternatives present for the situation in need. The term quality is deemed important, however
for patients who come from a public funded health system, the direct and indirect charges of the treatment are just as important. Moreover, they also mention the importance of JCI accreditation, which is a US-based affiliate of the Joint Commission of the US Healthcare, of which two-thirds are located in Asia. Finally, they also describe the importance of accreditation a national agency and how that should be a guide to quality in relation to the medical care.

The Requirements for Medical Tourism

The various papers published in the field of medical tourism, especially those related closely to the developing countries, numerous requirements are brought forward. These can be categorized in two major fields, either being at the macro-level or micro-level. The macro-level requirements are related to visa requirements, security policies, governmental policies, task forces, doctor to patient ratios, and the retention of the medical staff. On the other hand, the micro-level requirements are more closely linked at the hospital level. These include certifications such as ISO 9000, Trent International Accreditation and Joint Commission International (JCI). Moreover they also include costs, interest of the hospital itself in relation to medical tourism and the creation of ‘packages’ which would attract and make it easier for the foreigners. Finally this also includes all the medical duties, from the patient booking an appointment to after-care.

Macro-level Requirements

The macro-level requirements are related to government requirements and include the introduction of a visit visa category. Many developed countries such as the United States of America, United Kingdom, Japan and Australia have a “Medical Visa” category [15–18]. In terms of developing countries, The government of India has been very interested to make it easier for the potential patients of medical tourism. For example, the National Health Policy of 2002 was created to encourage the medical service providers to provide services to foreigners. Moreover, the Ministry of Tourism for India has created a new category of visa known as the ‘M’ or medical visa. Furthermore, the airport infrastructure has also being improved so that medical tourists can arrive and return back with ease. This present trait found within the Indian economy can payback well and can make India the best medical tourism destination [19]. However, in the case of India, medical tourists prefer using the normal visit visa rather than a M-visa. Even though the visa is valid for period of 1 year, people visiting and their companions (if any) need to register with the regional authority within 2 weeks of arrival [20]. This inconvenience for the medical tourists might defeat the whole purpose of the visa category itself. Pakistan could potentially learn from this ‘inconvenience’ and make a more bullet-proof plan in terms of ease of access for the visitors. For example, the visa could be arranged by the Hospital itself without the need of registration with the authorities, or the registration could be done automatically after the arrival at the airport itself. As of now, Pakistan does not have a medical visit visa category.

Another important aspect which falls within the domain of patient-centric requirements is the issue of safety, security and security policies implemented within the country. Safety and security can be looked upon as keeping the potential medical tourist safe from harm in regards to instability within the country, acts of terrorism, hostage situation and kidnapping. In the case of Pakistan, as of 2012, the firm red24 Strategic Risk (A European risk and a corporate governance solution firm) has listen Pakistan as the 5th kidnapping hotspot. As per the official statistics, 15,000 kidnappings take place per year, of which between 10–20% are for ransom [21].

The situation in Pakistan for the time being has become so unstable, that the Australian Government has passed rules for Australian citizens regarding their travel to Pakistan. The Overall rating is “Reconsider your travel to Pakistan”. The areas up north are labeled with the rating “Do not Travel”. Apart from the rating, there are various laws and advices given as the consulates of Australia are now closed in Karachi and Lahore due to the instability [22]. Apart from Australia, many of the developed countries in the world are passing similar warnings to their citizens due to the instability of the country both politically and due to security concerns. However like the example in Mexico, the violence and crime are only in some parts of the country, not all. In this case, media plays a key and vital role in the perceived image of the various cities and the country itself [23]. This situation will need to be improved before Pakistan can be made a stable medical tourism destination.

As with all major policies that have to be implemented are related to government, especially in terms of responsibilities, so is the one for economizing on the medical tourism benefits. As with many developing countries, the government would have to pass and implement various policies and assign task forces to tackle the various obstacles that they come across within or after the development of the medical tourism. Moreover, the Government would also have to make sure that the doctor to patient ratio increases with the growth of the country both for the potential medical tourists, as well as for the local population, who would be suffering [2]. This is an ethical dilemma faced within the Medical Tourism field. Furthermore, the government would also have to make sure that there is no ‘Brain Drain’ within the economy in terms of the medical field. Brain Drain is described as the leaving of well qualified nationals of a country to other countries or sectors in search for a better future and pay. In the case of developing countries such as Pakistan and India, this is very true. For example in India, the doctors and nurses are moving to the private sector from the public sector. In India itself, 75% of the human resources and advanced medical technology is within the private sector [19]. The case is very similar for Pakistan as well. The government can do this by improving staff retention in the developing countries itself. This could be done by increasing salaries, benefits and incentives for the medical staff.
Moreover, the government could also start programs such as return of migrants like the ones used in Africa-‘Return and Reintegration of Qualified African Nationals’; and can be voluntary or involuntary. Furthermore, the government can restrict international mobility, and can demand compensation from the expatriates leaving the country due to this reason [24].

Apart from this, the government also has to be interested. They can do this by appointing a Task Force. The function of the task force would be to study the current situation within the country and come to a solution about what needs to be done before the program can be implemented within the country. Pakistan has already appointed a Task Force back in 2010 known as the National Tourism Policy 2010 [25]. The Task Force itself is a very good idea for further development, especially since the new government has come to power.

Finally Pakistan would need to increase the amount of doctors within the country significantly before appealing to the foreign patients [26, 27]. As mentioned previously, this could be fixed by reducing the brain drain within the country. This can be done by increasing the salaries and benefits for the doctors staying back in the country and providing their services. Apart from this, subsidies could be offered to the medical staff. Finally, improvement of the security services would be beneficial as well both for the hospital staff and the potential patients/visitors.

**Micro-level Requirements**

The Hospital specific requirements are just as important as the ones mentioned above. The hospital requirements focus on the importance of various factors, certifications and policies which must be implemented by the hospitals. The hospitals need to have ISO 9000 certification, and accreditations from bodies such as JCI (Joint Commission International) and Trent International Accreditation. Moreover, the hospitals need to be able to maintain the quality of the service provided, from the pre-service all the way till post-service care. Furthermore, the hospitals could provide medical tourism packages, which would include security, pickup, care and drop off at the airport. All these would help increase medical tourism in Pakistan [28].

One of the major problems faced by Pakistan as mentioned by Sultan is that the hospitals themselves have not shown enough interest in medical tourism [14]. There could be a variety of reasons for this such as the amount of preparation and accreditations needed before foreign patients start using the services. In such cases, government incentives could be a good option to increase the use of such hospitals for medical tourism.

The physicians and doctors should be of a high caliber and thus be able to provide high quality care which could be used as competitive advantage. Moreover, the hospitals should be assessed by the various accreditation bodies such as JCI (in the case of USA) and Trent International Accreditation (in the case of UK and HK). This ensures the foreign patients of the high quality standards and safety. Some hospitals even aim for double accreditation. The use of ISO 9000 certification is just as important [6]. In India, 13 private hospitals have already been accredited by the JCI out of a world total of 120 JCI accredited hospitals [19, 29]. The highest amount of JCI accredited hospitals are in Turkey with a number of 42. The top 10 countries include Turkey, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Brazil, Ireland, Thailand, India, Italy, Singapore and China [7]. In this case, Pakistan has a very tough competition.

The host country, which in this is Pakistan, can enjoy a lot of benefits with increasing medical tourism and opening its borders to the foreign patients. The most major one being investments and monetary gain. This gain could be used to invest further in the infrastructure and planning for the country itself. However there are some challenges faced by the hospitals. These include the maintenance of quality and healthcare services before and after the procedures, maintenance of quality of the medical staff and training, maintenance of the facility itself, handling of complications and malpractice (including death), financial burden (insurance or hospital based) and the legal paper work, especially in the case of people with health insurance [30]. In this case the hospital needs to prepared well in advance to deal with all the above mentioned issues, and since the country still is not a medical tourism spot, the preparations could be started parallel to the task force research.

**Recommendations**

Pakistan has a lot of important tasks and obligations to fulfill before foreign patients start arriving into the country for medical treatment and tourism. First of all, Pakistan needs to solve the issue of security of the foreign nationals. This can be done with two possible solutions. Either the government offers foreign medical tourists a security package, or the hospital offers it to the potential patients as a whole deal package which includes the treatment, pick and drop from the airport, security within the country and perhaps even a tourism pack. Moreover, the government needs to take a step and reduce the amount of ‘terrorism’ and kidnappings that take place by the various governmental policies. This can however take a long time.

Moreover, Pakistan needs to start a medical tourist visa category, as done by many other countries- both developing and developed [31]. For example, India has a M-class visa. However due to the bureaucracy, potential patients prefer entering the country on a normal tourist visa. Pakistan could learn from this and improve upon the idea rather than creating a new style altogether. In the case this does happen, the hospitals could help with the visa process or subcontract it to another company. Furthermore, the government needs to reduce the brain drain phenomenon within the country by increasing incentives and salaries, so professional and qualified doctors do not leave the country. Finally, the government could also make laws regarding the accreditation, that all hospitals need to be JCI accredited. This would ensure both the local and foreign patients that the hospital is up to the international standards.
Apart from the above-mentioned factors, I believe an increase in the GDP spent on health services would increase the overall level of health services for locals, which would eventually affect the health services provided for foreigners. As per data from World Bank, the GDP of Pakistan is estimated to be around 232.3 Billion USD. However, from this, only 2.8% is actually spent on health services, which per capita equates to only 30 USD.

Overall, Pakistan needs to take a lot of steps and jump through a lot of hoops before the dream ‘Pakistan: a Medical Tourism hotspot’ indeed does become a reality.
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